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The place from Waterford offers 16 different dishes and drinks on the card at an average price of $15.0. What
Jenelle DesMarais likes about The Bakery Waterford:

I had never gotten anything from The Bakery before but needed a birthday/graduation cake and some gluten free
cupcakes and found The Bakery via an internet search. I ordered the cake and gluten free cupcakes over the

phone and both matched what I'd described and were ready on time when we picked them up. Everyone at the
party enjoyed the cake and the gluten free participants said the cupcakes were also very good. Wou... read

more. What Kate Tracey doesn't like about The Bakery Waterford:
I picked up a birthday cake for a combining cake for my 2 grandkids who have close birthdays. I asked for some
flowery decorations on the girls side and little boys decorations on the boys side. I made sure I left the correct
spelling. One was spelled wrong and no decorations except a border and a few sprinkles. They did correct the
spelling by taking a dot above the i off with her FINGER NAIL, and used frosting to m... read more. The Bakery

Waterford from Waterford pampers its guests with oven-warm baked goods, as well as various cold and hot
beverages, and you can try tasty American meals like Burger or Barbecue. Here they also grill South American

fresh seafood, meat, as well as beans and potatoes.
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Sweet�
CHOCOLATE CAKE

Vegetaria� dishe�
CARROT CAKE

Pie�
NUT $14.0

Fres� Juice�
 CARROT

Hääge� D��
CREAM $14.0

Sweet� & Ic�
COOKIES

Past� al�' Andiam�
GLUTEN-FREE $16.0

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
COOKIE

CHEESECAKE

Restauran� Categor�
GLUTEN FREE

VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
FRUIT $16.0

CHOCOLATE

BUTTER

RASPBERRY

PEANUT BUTTER
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 09:00 -15:00
Thursday 09:00 -15:00
Friday 09:00 -15:00
Saturday 09:00 -15:00
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